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This paper introduces a program which is designed to assist in medical diagnosis depending on blood
test results. The program is based on the laboratory test results and the symptoms of each tract. The
result of the program depends on the information supplied by the physician. Entering incorrect or
misleading information will cause erroneous or unreliable results. This program does not make medical
diagnosis, which is only a physician can do. It merely lists an estimated order of likelihood and
estimates probabilities of diseases or conditions based on its internal logic and the physician's
answers to the questions. Therefore, this program, like all medical "Expert System Software", should
never be a substitute for attending to health care professionals. The objective of the research work is to
build a medical diagnosis system that has all the properties of an ideal diagnosis system, and is used
by great number of users by providing it with simple interfaces. The programming language used to
build the diagnosis system is visual basic (VB) Version 6.0, which is a suitable environment to
implement applications and user graphical interface for this work.
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INTRODUCTION
Laboratory test results are reported to the physician
along with reference ranges that assist in accurately
assessing and interpreting the results of the testing.
Every test is different and each test needs to be viewed
in the context of differences in test methodologies
employed by the testing laboratory. Other important considerations are differences in groups of individuals such
as: children, women, men and age groups, the population
norms in the country of testing, and racial and ethnic
factors. Any unusual or abnormal test results should be
talked over with your physician and/or other qualified
health care professionals. These talks should continue
until you understand all you need to know about the testing and the results (Danny, 1988). Pre-vious works on
solving the problem of diagnosis using expert systems
such as Pince (1987) has been deve-loped for the automatic phenotype of dyslipopro-teinemia. The system is in
routine use in the Central Laboratory at the University
Hospital, Gasthuisberg since July 1987. Adiassnig’s
(1991) Hepaxpert has achieved a medical expert system
for interpretive analysis of hepatitis A and B serology find-
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ings. The objective in the development of the Hepaxpert
computer software package was to improve the analyses
of serologic test for hepatitis by written expert interpretation. Cawsey’s (1994) MYCIN was one of the first
expert systems developed for diagnosing medical problems. "MYCIN was an expert system developed at Stanford in the 1970s. Its job was to diagnose and recommend treatment for certain blood infections. To do the
diagnosis 'properly' involves growing cultures of the
infecting organism. Becton Dickinson Laboratory Systems (Curry, 2004), has two systems that were developed at the corporate centre and are in routine use by
customers viz:
• Reference system: This system is integrated into the
hematology analyzer product line and provides possible
medical interpretations of a patient's hematological test
results. It is used primarily in physicians' office laboratories.
• The Scepter interpreter: This system is integrated into
the data management centre for the scepter line of
microbial detection instruments. The instrument determines the minimum inhibitory concentration values; the
expert system generates a clear interpretation of whether the drugs will be effective against the organism.
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Allan’s (2004) The HELP (Health Evaluation through Logical Processes) system is a complete knowledge based
hospital information system. It supports not only the
routine application of an hospital information system,
order entry/charge capture, pharmacy, radiology and
nursing documentation, but also supports a robust decision support function. The Decision Support System
(DSS) has been actively incorporated into the functions of
the routine health information system (HIS) applications.
Decision support has been used to provide; 1) alert and
reminders, 2) critiquing processes and, 3) patient diagnosis, patient management suggestions and clinical protocols. Edwards’ (2004) PEIRS (Pathology Expert Interpretative Reporting System) appends interpretative comments to chemical pathology reports. PEIRS commented
on about 100 reports/day. Domains covered include thyroid function tests, arterial blood gases, glucose tolerance
tests, catecholamine and a range of other hormones. The
present work aim's to build a medical diagnosis system
that has all the properties of the ideal diagnosis system
and to be used by great number of users by providing it
with simple GUI (Graphical User Interface).
MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM PROGRAMMING
So far, all programs have used exact reasoning where
evolutions of a goal either succeed or fail. There are no
options in between. Unfortunately, life is not quite as simple as this. Because some problem areas are so complex, the most people, even an expert in such area could
hope for is to give us a definite 'maybe'.
Medical diagnosis system
When faced with a patient who may or may not suffer
from a particular illness, a doctor cannot usually give a
definite and unique identification of illness. This does not
indicate a lack of ability or intelligence on the doctor's
part. It is more because the only evidence which a doctor
has to go on is what symptoms are observed, and this is
often insufficient to identify the illness uniquely. Several
illnesses may produce similar symptoms, in the earlier
stages at least and some illnesses do not produce all the
symptoms in the early stages. So when working backwards from all the symptoms, a doctor must consider
several possibilities. It may be, of course, that some of
these possibilities are more likely than others and so the
result of diagnosis could well be a list of possible illnesses, with some indication of how likely each is. For
instance, a quick examination of a patient might result in
the following diagnosis:
Diabetes mellitus - very likely
Renal failure - possible
Gout – doubtful
How does a doctor arrive at this sort of conclusion? The

process is certainly a complex one but a doctor will make
considerable use of established medical knowledge
about illnesses, their symptoms, how common each
illness is, how significant a symptom is, and so on. All this
medical knowledge we can call a knowledge base. This
knowledge will generally be fixed from one patient to the
next. What alters with a change of patient's symptoms?
As a patient is examined, the doctor builds up a separate
local knowledge base about the patient. These two
knowledge bases and a third component in the doctor's
diagnosis system -a reasoning mechanism performs the
mental searching of the medical knowledge base, and
matches it with the patient's observed symptoms in the
local knowledge base. This reasoning mechanism is
sometimes called the inference engine. Thus the overall
structure of the diagnosis system can be viewed (Figure
1).
The diagnostic process
To try to analyze the process of diagnosis which a doctor
carries out, we will trace an example session in slow motion. To help break down the process further, the symptoms will be fed to the doctor one at a time, rather than all
at once.
Thus, the process of estimating how likely it is that a
patient has a given illness is a repetitive one, beginning
with an initial estimate and gradually working towards a
more accurate answer. More systematically, the diagnostic process is as follows:
•Start with the initial probability.
•Consider the symptoms one at a time.
•For each symptom, update the current probability, taking
into account whether or not the patient has the symptom.
•Calculate the weight factors.
The awkward stage of this process is clearly updating the
probability in the light of each piece of new evidence.
This is the heart of the inference engine. In particular,
what should the adjustment be numerically? How was the
sequence of the revised estimates (20, then 50%) arrived
at? Was it pure guess-work? Fortunately, an approach to
this problem has been around for some time and seems
to give reasonable results (Louis, 1987).
Program as medical Expert system architecture
The present designed program consists of the following
modules and stages, as shown in Figure 2.
History entering module (HEM): This module is for
entering information about the patient’s medical, family,
surgical and drug histories. Part of these data must be
entered by the patient like name, age and gender and the
other part of the data is entered by choosing yes or no
from the combo box.
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Figure 1. Simple medical diagnosis system.

Systematic review module (SRM): This module consists of seven tracts each, one of which contains a number of symptoms; the patient must choose yes if he has
the symptom or no if he has not.
Laboratory test list module (LTLM): In this module the
patient must enter all the laboratory results according to
the lists which we use in our program.
Diagnosis process module (DPM): This module represents the inference engine part in the expert system.
Data base (DB): This is a data base which contains
information about the symptoms of each illness and the
laboratory test which effect on the diagnosis of this illness.
User Interface (Ul): This is an interactive interface
between the user (patient) and the system to have the
best utilization of the system.
The rule-based system consists of three parts:
1). A rule base composed of a set of rules.
2). A special, buffer - links working memory, which is
sometimes referred to as context.
3). An interpreter checks to see if the conditions in the
"IF" part of a rule matches similar patterns in the knowledge data base. Our expert system modules use different inference strategies, forward and backward chaining
depending on a known data or goal. We can describe the
procedure of our program as a set of steps;
The initial window appears to provide us with information about the program developer and the supervisor.
Disclaimer window representing the second window
gives us a set of facts about this program if the user
chooses accept on it and then go to the next stage else
he exit from the program.
In this stage the patient must choose one from four

Figure 2. System architecture.

choices; diagnoses, help, about and exit processes.
If the patient chooses the diagnosis:
A- The diagnosis starts by entering the history entering
module which consists of a set of information which must
be entered by the patient.
B- Systematic review represents the second stage in the
diagnosis. The patient must enter all the symptoms which
he has in each tract.
C- Laboratory test list represents a set of tests the patient
made in the laboratory and then put the results in the
program in this stage to use it during the diagnosis
process.
D- After entering all the information in the previous
stages, the results appear to the patient as a set of
illnesses the patient may have at the different rates of
certainty depending on the data (history, symptoms and
laboratory test lists) which were entered by the patient.
ii. If the patient chooses the help button:
A- At the beginning, help information will be displayed
(how to use).
B- If the user has any update information then he can
choose the send e-mail to send it to the person whose
work in this field is to check the new information then
adds it, if it is correct.
C- Also we provide the program with a medical translator.
Can the patient use it if he cannot understand some
medical words?
iii. If the patient chooses the about button then about
information will be displayed.
iv. If the patient chooses the exit button then the program
will be ended.
We can show the execution procedure of our program in
a simple way by the flowchart shown in Figure 3.
The designed program must check all the tracts one by
one. For example, in these steps, they check tract X
which has set of symptoms Y to calculate the weight
factor WX of this tract.
1 - In the first step start to check the tract X.
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4- The weight factor WX must be increased with some
rate depending on the number of symptoms in this tract.
5- If there is another symptom Y in the tract X then go
back to step 3, else go to the next step.
6- Check if there is another tract X, and then go to step 1
to check it, else go to the next stage (laboratory test list
module).
We can see this stage in a simple way and more detailed descriptions in the flowchart shown in Figure 4.
LABORATORY TEST LIST MODULE
This stage contains twenty eight items each of which is
related to the one of the tracts which was checked in the
previous stage. The patient must enter all the results of
the laboratory test results according to the units which we
use in the program. The units in the program represent
the most known units in the world. The patient can not
leave any box empty; if he tries to, a message appears
telling him to input the data (only numbers). If the
patient’s test results are abnormal, the box color will
change and the question box will be enabled. If the
patient wants to know why his results are abnormal, he
can click on the questions box to give him the reasons.
We can see this stage in more detail in these steps:
1- In this stage the system checks the test list items one
by one and puts them in one dimensional row L[n],
2- If the count is less than twenty nine (because it has 28
items in this stage) then go to the next step, else go to
the next stage (diagnosis process).
3- Get the normal range of this item from the data base.
4- If the result is greater than the normal range then go to
step 5, else go to step 6.
5- Increase the weight factor WL[n] with some rate then
go to step 1.
6- If the result is less than the normal range then go to
the next step, else go to step 1.
7- Increase the weight factor WL[n] with some rate then
go to step 1.
The above steps are presented by a flowchart in Figure
5.
Each illness is represented as IF-THEN rules in the
medical data base. We describe how the inference
process checks it by these steps:

Figure 3. The top down of our medical diagnosis system.

2- Check the symptom Y of the tract X by choosing yes
from the combo box or leave it on the default choice (No).
3- If the patient has the symptoms Y then you must go to
the next step. Else go back to step 5.

1- Check the first condition in the IF part (the laboratory
test result L[n] related to this illness, it may be greater
than or less than the normal range), if it matches then go
to the next stage else go to step 7.
2- Add the weight factor of this test item WL to the weight
of this illness Wl.
3- Check if there is another condition in the IF part depending on the type of relationship among the conditions.
If it is AND relation then go to the next step, else step 6.
4- Check if the patient has the related symptoms of this
illness then go to the next step, else go to step 7.
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Figure 5. The top down of laboratory test list.

Figure 4. The top down of systematic review.

5- Add the weight factor of each symptom WX matched
to the illness weight factor WI.
6- The patient has this illness with weight factor WI.
7- The patient does not have this illness.
The above steps are presented in a flowchart in Figure 6.
The programming language used to build the present
medical expert system is Visual Basic Version 6.0 which
is a suitable environment to design application and user
interface.

Figure 6. The top down of blood diagnosis.

Conclusion
Through the research work, the following conclusions can
be drawn.
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- Expert system for disease diagnosis is very useful, because any one can use it easily and can get good result.
- Medical diagnosis that depends on blood tests is very
complex because the disease costs that are related to
blood or else depends on it are too much.
- Because some cases in medical diagnosis have ambiguous states, we use the uncertainty factors in the system to preview probability results.
- Because the results of the system are probability
numbers, it is a good way to display these results as bar
graphs and percentages of probabilities.
- Visual Basic 6.0 is a good developer tool for software; it
is easy to use and has a rich command and interface tool
to build good and neat interfaces. This present work
could be extended to several important fields and can be
useful in future viz:
• The blood test is entered manually in form to program.
For future work, you can use a device that analyzes the
blood and gives the analysis data directly to the expert
system.
• Some diseases need an image or x-ray. It is useful to
make the expert system include movies, sounds and
images.
• For future use, it is a good way to build a general expert system shell; to use any knowledge that makes this
system works in different domains.
• To improve this system, we can add print report option
which will make the system print a result as a report on a
printer.
The major problems in the present work have been
solved by designing and building a new expert system for
blood testing and the minor problem was, how to evaluate and test practically the present expert system in a
software case so that it is possible to use in public.
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